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Abstract
A key feature of developing economies is that wages in the agricultural sector are
significantly below those of other sectors. Using a panel data set on the universe of
formal workers in Brazil, I use information on workers that switch sectors to decompose
the drivers of this inter-sector gap. I find that most of the gap between sectors is
explained by unobservable differences in the skill composition of workers, as opposed to
differential pay of workers with similar skills. The evidence speaks against the existence
of large short-term wage gains from the reallocation of workers out of agriculture and
favors recently proposed Roy models of inter-sector sorting as drivers of lower average
wages in agriculture. A calibrated model of worker sorting can account for the wage gap
observed in 1996 Brazil and a share of both the wage gap decline and the diminishing
worker participation in agriculture observed during the period between 1996 and 2013.
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Introduction

A key feature of developing economies is that wages in the agricultural sector are significantly
below those of other sectors.1 Additionally, these economies have most of their workforce
in the agricultural sector. These two observations motivate a literature dating back to
Lewis (1955) and Rostow (1960) that views the exit of workers out of agriculture as a
fundamental mechanism of development. The body of work on agricultural development
and inter-sector differences, however, has not completely settled the question of why so
many workers stay in agriculture in spite of better wages being paid in other sectors. One
possibility is that some barrier prevents the movement of workers across sectors, in which
case wage gaps between agriculture and other sectors indicate unexploited potential gains
from the reallocation of workers out of agriculture. A second possibility is that workers in
agriculture are characteristically different from those in non-agriculture, in which case wage
gaps would not be evidence of potential wage gains. The objective of this paper is to shed
light on which of these possibilities is a more likely explanation of the agricultural wage gap.
A challenge in exploring this question is assessing the role of unobserved worker characteristics. For instance, if an agricultural worker and a non-agricultural worker with the
same observable characteristics (e.g. age and education) earn different wages, it is hard to
distinguish whether the two sectors have differential pay for similar workers or whether the
two workers are different due to unobserved characteristics. This paper assesses the role of
unobserved characteristics by using panel micro-data covering all sectors of the Brazilian
economy from 1996 to 2013. The use of panel data is an improvement on the literature
on agricultural wage gaps in developing countries, which has typically relied either on the
estimation of structural models to match country-level moments or on the analysis of heterogeneous cross-sectional surveys from a sample of countries. Specifically, the panel dimension
of the data allows me to control for differences in both observable and fixed unobservable
worker characteristics. Information on workers that switch between sectors (from now on
referred to as ‘sector-switchers’) can be used to distinguish whether the wage gap between
agriculture and non-agriculture reflects differential pay of similar workers in the two sectors or, alternatively, whether the gap is due to differences in the composition of worker
characteristics in each sector.
The main empirical finding of this study is that workers who transition out of agriculture
1

In a sample of developing countries studied by Vollrath (2014), the median average wage ratio between
agriculture and manufacturing was 1.6. This is 1.9 when comparing agriculture against services. In the
sample of countries studied by Herrendorf and Schoellman (2015), the median ratio between agriculture and
the rest of the economy is 2.0.
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experience limited compensation gains when compared to the overall gap in mean wages
between agriculture and other sectors. I conclude that the agricultural wage gap does
not appear to be driven by differential pay of similar workers, once fixed unobservable
characteristics are controlled for. Instead, the largest share of the agricultural wage gap
is explained by differences in the composition of worker characteristics in each sector. In
addition, I find that the wage gap between agriculture and other sectors in Brazil declined
significantly from 1996 to 2013 as the economy grew richer. This reduction is similar when
comparing agriculture to both services and manufacturing, and it coincided with a decline
in the share of workers employed in agriculture — from 25 percent to 14 percent. Moreover,
this decline does not appear to be driven by changes in educational attainment or country
demographics. In fact, I find that age and education explain only a small share of the large
wage gap in Brazil during the late 1990s, and that differences in the composition of these
variables between sectors drove only a small share of the decline during this period. Most
of the decline is driven by compositional changes in the distribution of fixed unobservable
worker characteristics.
Both the limited wage gains from transitions out of agriculture and the importance of
worker composition differences between sectors pose a challenge for an agricultural wage
gap model. Such a model must generate large declining wage gaps that do not result in
large wage gains among sector-switchers. Building on the work of Roy (1951), a recent
literature has proposed worker sorting as a possible explanation that is consistent with this
pattern. In particular, Lagakos and Waugh (2013) and Young (2013) illustrate how workers
with sector-specific skills can sort themselves into different sectors to generate large wage
gaps. In this type of model, each worker faces a choice between two idiosyncratic wages in
agriculture and non-agriculture. Workers with a comparative advantage in non-agriculture
choose to work in that sector, and this generates a wage gap relative to workers who find it
advantageous to stay in the agricultural sector.
To test the explanatory power of this mechanism, I build on the sorting model proposed
by Lagakos and Waugh (2013) and test whether a calibrated model that targets micromoments from sector-switchers can generate wage gaps of the magnitudes observed in Brazil
in 1996. I find that a large wage the gap level can be generated by this model. In a second
stage of analysis, I use the model to explore productivity growth, technological change and
a compression of skill differences as potential drivers of the wage gap decline. I find that the
latter two can generate a qualitative decline, though none of these factors generate a fall of
the magnitude observed in Brazil during the period between 1996 and 2013.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review that
3

relates this paper to the labor literature on inter-sector wage gaps and the macroeconomic
literature on both wage and output per worker gaps between sectors. Section 3 describes the
datasets used. Section 4 describes the magnitude and evolution of the wage and productivity
gaps in Brazil as well as the decline in the share of workers employed in the agricultural
sector. Section 5 assesses the role of observables, unobservables, and differential pay of
similar workers in explaining the gap. Section 6 describes the mechanics and calibration
of an economy where workers sort across sectors, as well as the power of worker sorting in
explaining the agricultural wage gap magnitude and its decline. Section 7 concludes.
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Literature Review

Most studies show that large inter-sectoral wage gaps persist even after controlling for educational attainment and other worker observables. The remaining gap stems from either
differential pay of similar workers or, alternatively, sector differences in the composition of
both observable and unobservable worker characteristics.
U.S. labor studies have explored this distinction with mixed results. Using matched
data from the Consumer Population Survey (CPS), Krueger and Summers (1988) argue that
unobservable worker characteristics cannot explain much of the difference in wages between
sectors. On the other hand, Murphy and Topel (1987; 1990) also use the CPS and conclude
that industry switchers receive only 27 to 36 percent of the total industry differential, and
thus nearly two-thirds of inter-sector wage gaps can be attributed to differences in the
composition of worker characteristics in each sector. Also using US data, Gibbons and
Katz (1992) find limited evidence for differential pay of similarly-skilled workers between
sectors and instead highlight the role of differences in the composition of observable and
unobservable characteristics.
International studies on developing countries have also highlighted the role of differences
in observable and unobservable worker characteristics in explaining the gap. Vollrath (2014)
finds that large wage differences exist between workers after controlling for observed human
capital in a set of 14 countries. He explores whether these wage gaps could be the result
of distortions that prevent workers from being paid the value of their marginal product in
each sector. Using a misallocation framework similar to Hsieh and Klenow (2009), Vollrath
(2014) estimates that potential gains from eliminating distortions and eradicating human
capital misallocation are less than five percent in developing countries. If misallocation
is not important, this implies that differences in the composition of worker productivity
are likely to be more important drivers of the gap. Similarly, using a different sample
4

of countries, Herrendorf and Schoellman (2015) regress wages on observables allowing for
returns on observables to vary by sector. They conclude that most of the wage gap between
agriculture and other sectors can be accounted for by differences in workers’ human capital
— and sector-specific differential returns— present in each sector.
However, because of data constraints, these studies are limited to the comparison of
a diverse collection of cross-sectional surveys. This prevents rigorous empirical testing of
whether differences attributed to unobservable characteristics or differential human capital
returns could in fact be the result of other forces producing differential pay of similar workers.
Mobility frictions and compensating differentials, for instance, are two alternative explanations consistent with both the differential returns on observables estimated by Herrendorf
and Schoellman (2015) and the residual wage differences reported by Vollrath (2014). By
using a panel dataset where workers are observed as they switch across sectors, the current
study overcomes the limitations of cross-sectional data and distinguishes the role of fixed
unobservable characteristics from alternative stories of differential pay. This approach has
been recently used by Hendricks and Schoellman (2017) to study gains from migrations2
and by Hicks et al. (2017) to study sectoral wage gaps using panel data from Indonesia and
Kenya. Consistent with this paper, they find limited gains from sectoral transitions when
compared to larger aggregate wage gaps.
The study of wage gaps is also closely related to the study of output per worker gaps
between agriculture and other sectors. Kuznets (1971), Caselli (2005), Restuccia, Yang
and Zhu (2008), among others, have argued that a large share of income differences across
countries is explained by labor productivity gaps between agriculture and other sectors.
However, focusing on output per worker, even in advanced countries, risks exposure to important sources of measurement errors. For instance, Gollin, Parente, and Rogerson (2004)
suggest that unaccounted home production understates agricultural output and Herrendorf
and Schoellman (2015) point out that errors in value added measurement muddy comparisons of worker productivity across US states. Partially as a result of this, the role that
both observed and unobserved human capital play in explaining these output per worker
gaps is still an open debate. Herrendorf and Schoellman (2015) argue that human capital
accounts for most of the output per worker gap between agriculture and other sectors in
the US and other selected countries. Gollin, Lagakos, and Waugh (2014) argue that human
capital —along with adjustments to labor supply— account for only about a third of the
gap in the developing countries they study. Focusing on wages avoids many of the problems
2
Other studies on migration include Beegle, Weerdt and Dercon (2011), Bryan, Chowdhury and Mobarak
(2014), Chiquiar and Hanson (2005), and Yang (2006).
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with the measurement of differences between agriculture and the rest of the economy. Although wages and output per worker are not equivalent measures of labor productivity, the
results of this paper can speak to some of the debates about the role of differences in worker
composition on inter-sector gaps explored by this literature.
Beyond establishing the role of worker characteristics in explaining the inter-sector gaps,
a second objective of the literature is to uncover the mechanisms behind compensation and
output per worker differences. Two main types of mechanisms are relevant to this study. The
first are distortions that create wedges in marginal productivity of labor between sectors.
These distortions can include scale effects that impact the allocation of resources across
agricultural firms (Adamopoulos and Restuccia (2014), Donovan (2016)) or barriers that
prevent the free flow of capital and workers (Restuccia and Rogerson (2008a), Herrendorf
and Teixeira (2011)). Distortions that prevent marginal labor products to equalize have also
been studied at the firm level by Restuccia and Rogerson (2008b) and Hsieh and Klenow
(2009), who highlight their greater importance in developing countries. To the extent that
these distortions are also present between sectors —and workers are not freely mobile— the
mechanisms generating productivity gaps can be related to the agricultural wage gap.
A second type of mechanism highlighted by Young (2013), and Lagakos and Waugh
(2013) portrays wage gaps as the result of sector differences in worker skill composition.
Lagakos and Waugh (2013) illustrate how such skill differences can be the result of an
equilibrium outcome. In their model, workers sort themselves to the sector where they
are most productive. This process induces differences in the composition of worker skills
employed by each sector, and this in turn generates a gap in mean wages paid in agriculture
relative to non-agriculture. Importantly, the agricultural gap in this context is not the
result of any additional distortions that induces differential pay of similar workers. Building
on this idea, Young (2013) uses cross-sectional surveys from developing countries to show
how migration is consistent with rural-urban consumption driven by the sorting of workers.
Although his focus is on consumption, his findings are also consistent with agricultural wage
gaps generated by the sorting of workers with different unobservable skills. The mechanism
proposed by this paper —which is also supported by the empirical results to be presented—
belongs to this family of sorting models, where the agricultural wage gap is ultimately driven
by compositional differences in worker characteristics.

6
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Data description

Two main databases are used. The first is the set of Brazilian household surveys from the
Pesquisa Nacional por Amostra de Domicílios (PNAD) from 1996 to 2013. This contains a
representative sample of households covering all of Brazil. The survey includes both formal
and informal workers and records demographic and employment-status characteristics as
well as monthly earnings for all members of a household. In this paper, this data is used to
show trends in earnings among all workers, including both formal and informal, during the
period of study.3 In particular, I establish that the trends and magnitudes in inter-sector
pay differences in Brazil among all workers are similar to the ones observed among formal
workers. Data from PNAD is also used to compute the total number of workers in each
sector and —in combination with the national accounts recorded by the Instituto Brasileiro
de Geografía e Estadística (IBGE)— value added per worker for each year and sector. Due to
the cross-sectional nature of the surveys, however, individuals cannot be followed over time
in the PNAD. I am therefore unable to control for worker unobservable characteristics using
data on both formal and informal workers. For this reason, most empirical decompositions
in this paper focus on formal sector data which is now described in greater detail.
Data on formal workers comes from the Relação Anual de Informações Sociais (RAIS),
which is administered by the Brazilian Ministry of Labor and Employment. This database is
constructed from a mandatory annual survey filed by all formally registered firms in Brazil
and contains earnings, occupation and demographic characteristics of workers as reported
annually by their employers.4 Importantly, each worker in the data has a unique and timeinvariant worker ID that does not change as workers switch employers. This feature of the
data allows me to follow individuals over time and create a panel of the universe of employed
formal workers across all sectors. In addition, each worker is linked to their employing firm,
which also has a unique and time-invariant ID. This allows me to link workers to their
respective sectors, and identify transitions between sectors.5 The data covers the period
from 1996 to 2013.6
The RAIS dataset reports average monthly gross labor earnings including regular salary
3

Because hours data is only reported in broad categories in the PNAD, I focus on earnings when comparing
trends among formal and informal workers in the economy.
4
It is common practice for businesses to hire a specialized accountant to help with the completion of the
RAIS survey to avoid fines levied on late, incomplete, or inaccurate reports, which makes the quality of the
data superior to household surveys.
5
IDs available are anonymized to protect the identity of both workers and firms.
6
Although earlier years are available for a large subset of Brazilian workers, the lack of universal coverage
in earlier periods can be particularly problematic in studying transitions out of agriculture. Hence, the
analysis is restricted to this later period.
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payments, holiday bonuses, performance-based and commission bonuses, tips, and profitsharing agreements as well as the start and end month of the job. To account for heterogeneity in the duration of job-spells, I divide annual earnings by the number of months
worked at each job within a particular firm to get a measure of monthly earnings. This is
divided by hours contracted per month to get a measure of hourly wages. A worker might
have multiple spells in a year if he or she switched employers during the year or worked multiple jobs, but on-the-job earnings changes within a year are not recorded. To standardize
the dataset at an annual level, I restrict attention to a unique observation per worker-year
by choosing the highest-paying among all employment spells in any given year.
The dataset also contains the age and educational attainment of each worker. Educational levels are classified into less than high school, high school, some college education,
and completed college education. In all regression specifications utilizing age and education
as explanatory variables of the wage gap, a full set of age and education interacted dummies
is used.
Finally, to identify the employment sector and occupation of workers, classification is
based on categories from the IBGE. Both the industry and occupation classification system
changed during the period of study. Here, I use conversion tables provided by IBGE to
standardize classification between different years and choose categories for both occupations
and sectors coarse enough in order to avoid potential biases arising from mechanical changes
in the classification system over time. The three sectors used are Agriculture, Manufacturing
(including energy and mining), and Services. Occupation categories used are at the threedigit disaggregation level.
Due to imperfect matching of all categories within a sector and occupation classification
system, I exclude firms with inconsistent sector classifications so that sector switchers are
not incorrectly specified. I also exclude individual observations that have either firm IDs or
worker IDs reported as invalid as well as data points with missing wages, dates of employment, educational attainment, hours, or age. For computational purposes, a ten percent
sample is used in all estimations. This includes more than three million workers and more
than ten thousand sector-switchers in any given year.
For all estimations, I restrict the analysis to workers between 18 and 65 years old with
contracted hours of at least 30 hours a week. Table 1 provides key summary statistics for
the RAIS data for three sub-periods: 1996-2001, 2002-2007, and 2008-2013. Some features
of the data are worth noting. The first is that the number of workers increases substantially
over time from 4.8 million workers in 1996-2001 to 7.8 million in 2008-2013. This rise is
mainly the result of two forces: population growth and an increase in formality in Brazil. A
8

second observation is that education is quite different in agriculture in Brazil relative to other
sectors. In 1996-2001, for instance, only five percent of formal workers in the agricultural
sector had a high school degree and one percent had completed college, relative to 34 and ten
percent in other sectors. During 1996-2013, educational attainment substantially improved
partially as a result of educational reforms in the late 1990s and the rise of social programs
in the 2000s. In contrast, the age distribution in each sector did not change substantially.
The explanatory power of age and education will be one of the focal points of the analysis.
Finally, though wages between agriculture and other sectors are quite different, there are
only small gaps in earnings and wages when comparing services against manufacturing in all
periods. This motivates the dual economy focus of this paper: explaining the gaps between
agriculture and all other sectors in the economy.

4

The magnitude and evolution of the agricultural gap in
Brazil

Differences in pay between agriculture and other sectors are large in Brazil, and these were
significantly reduced during the last two decades. The ratio of mean earnings between nonagriculture and agriculture among all workers (both formal and informal) in the economy
—as measured by the PNAD household surveys— declined from 2.2 in 1996 to 1.7 by
20137 . As discussed above, the main contributions of this paper hinge on the use of the
panel structure of the data so that workers can be followed over time. Since this feature
is only available for formal workers, the rest of the paper will focus on formal sector data.
Similarly to the overall economy, formal workers exhibit a very similar decline in the ratio
of mean earnings between non-agriculture and agriculture from 2.3 in 1996 to 1.6 in 2013
(Figure 1). The corresponding gap in hourly wages during the same period fell from 2.3 to
1.7. Moreover, the magnitude of the gap and its decline has been similar when comparing
agriculture to both services and manufacturing individually. In contrast to the differences
between agriculture and non-agriculture, mean earnings in the two non-agricultural sectors
were similar throughout this period.
Another feature of the data is that the agricultural wage gap is present throughout
the wage distribution. Figure 3 shows the ratio of wage percentiles in agriculture and
non-agriculture. Percentiles are here defined by the ranking of workers within each sector.
7

Earnings from PNAD surveys correspond to income from all jobs. Because of both the difficulty of hours
measurement in the informal sector and the fact that PNAD only contains hours in broad categories, we use
earnings time trends to establish trends in inter-sector gaps among formal and all workers in the economy.
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Table 1: RAIS Summary Statistics

There is a pattern, with the top earners in the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors being
further apart than the bottom earners in the two sectors. The differences, however, are still
significant across all percentiles and it is not the case that wage gaps are a phenomenon
that is only applicable to certain parts of the wage distribution. Furthermore, when looking
at the evolution of these ratios over time, the decline in compensation differences does not
appear to be driven by the catch up of only the poorest or richest parts of the distribution
of agricultural workers.
In addition, the wage gap decline was accompanied by a similar decline in the value
added per worker gap. Figure 2 shows how the between-sector difference in gross domestic
product per worker as measured by the national accounts declines over the 1996-2013 period.
Similar to the wage pattern, the decline is large when comparing agriculture against both
manufacturing and services. Unlike wages, however, the differences and the magnitude of the
decline is much larger when looking at the agriculture-manufacturing gap than when looking
at the agriculture-services one. This is expected due in part to the natural differences in
capital intensities between services and agriculture. These differences notwithstanding, the
qualitative pattern of pay and value added per worker gaps is qualitatively similar. Importantly, this reduction in sectoral inequities occurred during a period where yearly real GDP
growth averaged 2.7 percent, as the country transitioned out of a period of macroeconomic
instability and hyperinflation into a period of technology modernization and growth.8 The
interrelation of growth, productivity, and the decline in inter-sector gaps will be central to
our analysis of mechanisms in section 6.
The magnitudes of both the wage and value added per worker gaps between agriculture
and other sectors are large when compared with other estimates in the literature. In 1996,
the magnitude of the value added per worker gap between agriculture and other sectors is
5.3, which is greater than the maximum found by Herrendorf and Schoellman (2015) in their
12 country sample and just below the mean gap reported in Gollin, Lagakos and Waugh
(2014) for the poorest quartile of countries in their 151 country sample. By 2013, after a
cumulative real output growth of 61 percent, the value added per worker gap is 2.4. This
estimate is similar to the median of 2.3 in the Herrendorf and Schoellman (2015) sample
and closer to the 2.0 mean of the richest 25 percent of countries in the Gollin, Lagakos and
Waugh (2014) sample. When compared to the cross-country evidence, Brazil appears to
have endured a significant transformation during the period of study.
In terms of the wage gap between agriculture and other sectors, Brazil’s 1996 wage gap
8
Bustos, Caprettini and Ponticelli (2016) explain some of the agricultural modernization of the agricultural sector in Brazil.
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of 2.3 is above the median of 2.0 from the Herrendorf and Schoellman (2015) sample. By
2013, it falls below the sample’s mean to 1.6. Figure 4 shows how these gaps compare to
the list of 15 developing countries studied by Vollrath (2014). Brazil’s 1996 gap between
agriculture and manufacturing would rank third highest, just below Ecuador in that sample.
When comparing agriculture vs services, the rank would be 5th, just above Indonesia. In
contrast, Brazil’s 2013 gap levels with respect to manufacturing and services would rank
8th and 11th, respectively. Although the data on Brazil is not entirely comparable to the
wage data from other countries’ surveys, the significant move down the ranking of countries
suggest that Brazil’s decline cannot be described as an insignificant change.
In parallel to the closing of both output per worker and wage gaps, Brazil also endured a
substantial transformation of the employment structure. The workforce composition based
on household surveys is shown in Figure 5. The economy employed 25 percent of the labor
force in agriculture in 1996, which declined to 14 percent by 2013. Manufacturing employed
13 to 15 percent throughout this same period, and services increased from 61 to 72 percent.
Among formal workers, a similar pattern is observed and the share of workers in agriculture
has declined from 5.1 to 3.6 percent since 1996. Although the population of formal workers is
much smaller than the universe of workers in agriculture, the magnitude of the wage gap also
shows a declining pattern in the share of labor employed in agriculture. The interrelation
between the movement of workers out of agriculture and the agricultural wage gap will be
considered in section 6, when mechanisms behind the gap’s decline are discussed. First, a
statistical decomposition of the agricultural wage gap is conducted using the panel structure
of the data on formal workers.
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Figure 1: Wage gap in Brazil
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Figure 3: Gaps in Brazil by percentile
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Figure 4: Wage gaps in Brazil vs other countries
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Figure 5: Workers by sector
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Sources of the agricultural gap

We now turn to explore what drives the wage gap between agriculture and other sectors.
Three possible alternatives are considered. The first are differences in the composition of
observable human capital as measured by age and education. The second are differences
in the distribution of fixed unobserved worker characteristics between sectors. Finally, the
third alternative is the presence of mechanisms that induce differential pay of similar workers
employed by different sectors. Inter-sector mobility frictions, sector-specific rent-sharing
agreements, and compensating differentials are some of the mechanisms that fit this third
category. This section argues that the first two alternatives, where the gap is driven by
compositional differences in worker characteristics, explain most of the agricultural wage
gap and its decline.

5.1

Human capital

Differences in human capital introduce heterogeneity in the productivity of workers which,
in a standard competitive environment, should translate into wage differences. Table 1
indeed shows differences in education between sectors, with agricultural workers being on
average less educated than their peers in services and manufacturing. To the extent that
these characteristics determine human capital, these differences can potentially explain part
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of the agricultural wage gap.
There are two margins on which human capital influences the wage gap. On the one
hand, human capital can be lower in one sector than the other. On the other hand, even
if the composition of human capital is the same in the two sectors, the returns to human
capital might be different in the two sectors. I first assess whether compositional differences
in human capital, as measured by age and education, can account for a substantial share of
the gap by estimating the following model for each sector and year.
log(wist ) = Fst (educationist , ageist ) + ist
Here, wist , educationist , ageist are the wage, education level, and age of worker i in sector s in
year t. To impose minimal restrictions on how age and education influence wages, the mapP
ping of education and age to wages is specified as Fst (educationist , ageist ) = a,e 1(ageist =
s . Thus, the specification allows full flexibility in terms of both age and
a, eduist = e) × βaet

education, and this relationship can vary in every year of the sample.
For the rest of the paper, I will define the wage gap as the mean difference of log hourly
wages with respect to agriculture. Specifically, the gap between sector s0 and agriculture is
defined as
∆s0 E(log(wist )) ≡ E(log(wist )|s = s0 ) − E(log(wist )|s = a)
where the possible values for sector s0 , {a, m, s}, refer to agriculture, manufacturing and
services respectively. The focus on additively separable mean log-wage gaps is used to
simplify the presentation of the log-linear models to be studied.
Figure 6 shows the decomposition of the mean log difference into two parts: a component
due to age and education and another due to the residual. There, we can see that the
effect on wages from age and education differences between agriculture and other sectors
have remained roughly constant throughout 1996-2013. When comparing agriculture and
manufacturing, these observable characteristics explain a nearly constant 9–11 log points of
the gap. When comparing agriculture and services, observables matter more and wage gaps
due to age and education have averaged 24 log points. Overall, age and education differences
accounted for ten to 26 percent of the wage gap level during the period. The results show
that most of the wage gap level is largely driven by factors not accounted by compositional
differences in age and education alone.
Moreover, the decline in the wage gap cannot be entirely attributed to changes in education and the distribution of age in each sector. When comparing manufacturing and
agriculture, the stability of the gap due to age and education shown in Figure 6 contrasts
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the decline in the overall wage gap. When comparing services and agriculture, age and education explain some of the decline. However, the flatter pattern of this component relative
to the total gap decline indicates that this reduction is not sufficient to explain the entire
decline.
Figure 6: Gap in mean log wages between agriculture and other sectors due
to age and education
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Figure 7: Mean difference in log wages relative to agriculture by educational attainment and age
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The results above point to the importance of differences in pay within each education-age
group across sectors. Figure 7 shows that average wage differences by education and age
groups are large, with older workers gaining significantly less in agriculture relative to other
sectors and workers in each age and education group being paid less than their comparable
peers in non-agriculture. The difference in average pay for worker characteristics in each
sector may reflect differential returns to education and experience by sector. For instance,
worker with a high school degree might be more productive in manufacturing and services
than in agriculture due to the availability of jobs that require this level of educational
attainment.
The question is then to what extent do composition vs differential pay of each educationage group can explain the overall gap. In order to separate these components, I conduct a
Oaxaca decomposition with agricultural workers as the reference group (Oaxaca (1973)). For
notational simplicity, let Fst (educationist , ageist ) = βts Xits , where Xits is a vector of dummies
for each age-education group in sector s. We can then decompose the wage gap in each year
as follows:

0

0

∆s0 (E(log(wist ))) = βta (E(Xits ) − E(X ait )) + (β st − βta )E(Xita )
0

0

+ (E(Xits ) − E(Xita ))(βts − βta )
The first term is entirely due to composition effects due to age and education differences in workers employed by sector s’ relative agriculture. In other words, this component
reflects the mean wage gap if all education-age groups were equally paid in both agriculture and sector s0 . The second term reflects the wage gap due to differential pay of each
age and education pair, weighted by the distribution of observable characteristics present
in agricultural workers. Unlike the first term, this second component is solely affected by
differential returns to age and education, and not by differences in composition. The third
term accounts for the interaction between the the composition and return effects.
Figure 8 shows the result of this decomposition. Composition effects explain only a
small share of the agriculture vs manufacturing gap throughout the sample period, and
they explain a larger share, but not all, of the services vs agriculture gap. Differences in
the age composition and educational attainment in each sector cannot account for most of
the agricultural wage gap in the earlier period, when the gap was largest. Moreover, when
looking at the evolution of this decomposition over time, most of the decline in the gap
between agriculture and both manufacturing and services is driven by the steeper decline in
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the gap due to estimated return coefficients.
The limited role of age and education is present in spite of the lack of control for unobservable skill differences between education-age groups. It is likely that this omission
overstates the role of compositional differences. For instance, if workers with higher education are paid more not because of their education, but rather because of unobservable
skills that are correlated with their education level, this correlation biases upward the share
of the wage gap explained by these observable characteristics. Hence, to the extent that
more highly paid age-education groups possess more highly valued unobservable skills, the
share of the gap explained by observables above is an upper bound on the role of these
characteristics. In appendix A, the role of observables after controlling for worker fixed effects is estimated. Since individual workers’ changes in age and education have little impact
on their wages, controlling for unobservable fixed characteristics erases most of the role of
observables in explaining the gap.
Figure 8: Oaxaca decomposition
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5.2

Unobservable characteristics

The role of differential returns emphasized above does not necessarily imply that workers
in agriculture are intrinsically less productive or skilled. There are two types of competing
stories that can explain the Oaxaca decomposition above. On the one hand, agricultural
workers may have a different composition of unobservable characteristics which makes them
less valuable in the market. On the other hand, workers may be similar in the two sectors,
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but mobility frictions or compensating differentials may induce differential pay for each
worker type.
Each of these stories have different implications for the behavior of sector-switches. In
the first case, under perfectly competitive labor markets with fully mobile workers, every
worker should move to the sector where he or she is paid the most. This process would
eliminate any differences in pay among workers with similar —observed and unobserved—
characteristics and wage-switchers should not experience large gains. This result is independent of any capital or technological limitations that are particular to each sector. In the
second case, compensating differential stories —where workers value sector-specific non-pay
characteristics and are therefore willing to receive lower pay in some sectors— or mobility
frictions can break this pattern. For instance, one can imagine a situation in which workers
are unwilling to pay a mobility cost from moving to industrial areas or one in which workers
are unwilling to sacrifice the perks of employment conditions in agriculture. These stories
are able to generate wage gaps within each age-education groups that are consistent with the
differential returns observed in the previous section and predict that sector-switches should
be associated with gains in compensation.
In order to distinguish differential pay from compositional differences in unobservable
characteristics, it is necessary to use the panel dimension of the dataset. Using information
on sector-switchers, I estimate the magnitude of wage changes from sector transitions controlling for time trends. In order to study these switches, however, enough sector-switchers
are needed to estimate these changes precisely. Figure 9 shows the share of workers that
switch across sectors throughout the sample period. The small share of sector switchers
would usually complicate the study of sector wage jumps using a small-sample panel dataset.
However, because of the large number of workers in the sample, this is not a problem. In
any given year, there are over ten thousand formal workers who switch into and out of
agriculture in the sample.
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To assess the magnitude of wage changes after controlling for differences in unobserved
characteristics, the following worker fixed effect model is estimated
t
log(wit ) = βm
∗ Mit φt + βst ∗ Sit φt + φt + φpi + εit

(1)

where Mit and Sit are indicators for working in the Manufacturing and Services sectors,
respectively; φt and φpi are time and individual fixed effects.9 Individual fixed effects are
allowed to vary by six-year periods, but are fixed within each period p.10 This is done
to allow for long-term changes in the distribution of unobservable characteristics. Most
t
importantly, sector indicators are interacted with time; therefore, the coefficients βst and βm

reflect average wage changes from switching sectors from agriculture to both manufacturing
and services in each year t. I will refer to these coefficients as sector premiums with respect
to agriculture, of which there are 2∗T in the model, where T is the number of years in the
sample. The model is estimated using all formal workers in Brazil from 1996 to 2013. In the
baseline estimation of the model, the sector premiums are identified by workers who switch
sectors during this period, and controls are estimated using information from all formal
9

Since age is collinear with time and individual fixed effects, and education does not change over time
for the vast majority of active workers, these controls are not included.
10
There are three periods in the sample: 1996–2001, 2002–2007, and 2008–2013.
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workers in the data.
t ) and manufacturing premiums (β t ) are
The time series of both services premiums (βm
m

shown in Figure 10. A first takeaway from the figure is that wage differences estimated from
switchers are much smaller than the overall wage gap. This is true throughout 1996-2013.
For manufacturing, the average sector premium during 1996-2013 is nine log points compared
to the overall wage gap of 48 log points relative to agriculture. Similarly, for services, the
average jump in wages is four log points compared to the mean total gap of 48 log points.
Hence, sector premiums as a percentage of the total gap in a given year averaged 17 percent
when comparing agriculture vs manufacturing and seven percent when comparing agriculture
to services. Repeating the exercise using earnings instead of hourly wages as a dependent
variable provides similar results (Appendix B). The modest magnitude of premium shares
suggests that the role of theories producing differential pay of similar workers across sectors
is limited.
A key identification assumption of the model is that the error term must be orthogonal
to the manufacturing and services dummies. This is violated if workers that switch out of
agriculture are precisely the ones who would experience the largest wage jump from switching
out of agriculture, which may certainly be the case. In a mobility frictions story, for example,
it is precisely the workers who stand to gain the most from transitioning the ones who are
willing to overcome this friction and move out of agriculture. Similarly, in a compensation
differential story, workers only accept to move out of agriculture if compensated for the
loss of non-pay benefits enjoyed in their original sector. These mechanisms, however, would
t and β t are upper bounds on the
bias our sector premium estimates upwards, so that βm
s

potential wage gains to be obtained from switching out of agriculture. To the extent that
sector-switchers are the ones who stand to gain the most, this further depresses the role of
differential pay stories in explaining the overall wage gap.
Another related concern is that estimates are affected by the inclusion of all workers in
the estimation rather than just sector-switchers. Table 2 shows the average sector premium
coefficients by period when the model in equation (1) is estimated using only sector-switchers
and only transitions out of agriculture. A focus on switchers further lowers the estimates
of sector premiums estimated in the baseline for manufacturing, and premiums are similar
to the baseline when comparing agriculture to services. Moreover, results do not appear
to be driven by asymmetries from sector-switches. This might be a concern if switchers
into agriculture are solely driven by improving job offers and these positive job changes
counterweight large potential premiums from workers switching out of agriculture. This
is not the case, as the model estimated solely on workers who switch out of agriculture
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yields lower coefficients relative to the baseline for manufacturing, and remain virtually the
same for services. In fact, when performing an event-study of workers that exit agriculture
(Appendix C), it is not entirely clear whether the wage jump from exiting agriculture is
drastically different that the average gain expected from an extra year of experience working
in any given sector. There is also no evidence of large improvements in longer term wage
growth when comparing pre and post transition trends.
Finally, I have also explored whether there are larger gains from workers switching out
the agricultural sector while moving from rural to urban areas at the same time (Appendix
D). Moving both out of agriculture and into a city boosts premiums sector premiums by an
average of 1–5 log points, still short of the overall gap magnitudes.
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Figure 10: Sector gaps relative to agriculture controlling for individual
fixed effects
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t ) are defined by
and agricultures. Sector premiums for services (βst ) and manufacturing(βm

equation (1). With the exception of services in 2010, coefficients are all statistically different
from zero (p < .01).

6

How are compositional differences sustained in equilibrium?

The analysis above suggests that most of the wage gap level —particularly in the late
1990s— is not due to differential pay of equally skilled workers between agriculture and non23

Table 2: Sector premiums relative to agriculture estimated using sectorswitchers and all workers
1996-2001

2002-2007

2008-2013

0.08
0.10
0.08

0.03
0.04
0.03

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.14
0.11
0.10

0.07
0.05
0.05

0.05
0.04
0.04

Services (β¯st )
All workers
Sector-switchers
Exiters from agriculture
t )
Manufacturing (β¯m
All workers
Sector-switchers
Exiters from agriculture

t , over each six-year period are presented.
Note: Average of sector premiums, β¯st and β¯m

These are defined by equation (1). All workers category comprise all formal workers between
18 and 65 years old in the RAIS. Sector switchers restrict the sample to workers that have
switched into or out of agriculture at least once in each six-year interval. Exiters from agriculture are defined as workers that have switched from agriculture to another sector at least
once in each six-year interval.

agriculture. Instead, the wage gap appears to be largely driven by compositional differences
in educational attainment and fixed unobservable characteristics between sectors. According
to the results presented, a plausible mechanism for generating wage gaps must therefore
achieve a very particular goal. It must generate wage gaps driven by large differences in
worker characteristics in each sector without giving rise to large differences in pay for similar
workers in the two sectors.
Following the work of Roy (1951), recent papers have proposed the sorting of workers
with sector-specific skills as a possible explanation of wage and productivity differences
between countries, urban vs rural areas, and sectors.11 This mechanism can generate intersector gaps driven by compositional differences in worker characteristics in a manner that is
consistent with the empirical observations described. In this section, I test the explanatory
power of worker sorting in explaining the wage gap level and its decline. I first assess the
existence of sector-specific skills, which is a key assumption of these models. Motivated by
this exercise, I then describe and calibrate a sorting model to show how large differences in
mean wages between sectors can be generated as an equilibrium outcome of heterogeneous
workers with sector-specific skills freely choosing sectors. Finally, I explore potential drivers
11

See Lagakos and Waugh (2013) and Young (2013).
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of the wage gap decline in such model.

6.1

Motivating a Roy Model: The existence of sector-specific skills

A basic premise of Roy models is the existence of occupation or sector-specific skills. In the
context of the agricultural wage gap, a worker under this view has agriculture-specific skills
and non-agriculture-specific skills, which determine the productivity of the worker when
performing sector-specific tasks. By influencing labor productivity, sector-specific skills also
determine the potential wage of the worker in each sector and influence his labor allocation
decision between sectors. It is not clear, however, whether sector-specific skills exist at all.
Although I cannot test the presence of sector-specific skills directly, I can test an implication of sector-specific skills on wage changes among sector-switchers and the sector
premiums described in section 5.2. In particular, I study to what extent are sector premiums driven by workers performing different occupations after switching sectors. In a world
where workers have sector-specific skills, wage gains from transitioning out of agriculture
into another sector should be more prominent when workers perform a different task in their
new sector of employment. If, on the contrary, workers are equally productive regardless of
the task performed, then wage changes from transitioning out of agriculture must be driven
by other forces that are not necessarily related to an increase in labor productivity.
For example, consider a member of the cleaning staff of an agricultural firm who is
considering switching out of agriculture. In a world where sector-specific skills exist, he has
the potential to achieve a different level of productivity in the non-agricultural sector. That
is, the possibility of performing new tasks (e.g. machinery operation, human-capital intensive
tasks) that are fundamentally different from the ones originally performed enable the worker
to exhibit sector-specific skills, and therefore improve the productivity of his labor. This
change in productivity can in turn induce a wage gain from transitioning sectors. In contrast,
if the worker transitions out of agriculture but performs the same set of tasks related to his
original cleaning job, we would expect gains to be more limited. Switching sectors without
switching occupations limits the realization of sector-specific skills and, therefore, potential
wage gains under this view.
I now test whether sector premiums from section 5.2 are significantly reduced once we
control for changes in occupation by estimating
t
log(wit ) = γm
∗ Mit φt + γst ∗ Sit φt + φpoccupation + φt + φpi + εit

(2)

t and γ t reflect the average differential pay of workers performing the
where coefficients γm
s
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same occupation in both pre and post-transition sectors, φpoccupation are occupation fixed
effects12 at the three-digit classification level, and the rest of variables are defined as described in section 5.2. Similarly to the model outlined in the previous section, this model is
identified by workers who switch sectors. The main difference of this approach, however, is
t and γ t are identified using sector-switchers that do not switch occuthat the coefficients γm
s

pations after they transition.13 In the data, several occupations are common to all sectors
(e.g. cleaning, security services, drivers/messengers) and the model is therefore identified.
t , β t ) and without (γ t , γ t ) occupation
Figure 11 shows the evolution of premiums with (βm
s
m s

controls over time. At the beginning of the period, sector premiums in services disappear
after controlling for occupation, and the same is true for the last year of the sample. For
manufacturing, accounting for occupational changes reduces the 1996 gap by six log points
and the 2013 gap by two log points. The shifting down of both the premium curves after controlling for occupations indicate that a significant portion of these premiums is due
to changes in occupation when transitioning sectors. This is consistent with the existence
of sector-specific skills which are transformed into wage differences only when performing
different tasks in different sectors. To the extent that sector-specific jobs imply the demonstration of sector-specific skills, the downward shift in premiums supports a Roy view of the
world where workers have sector-specific abilities.
12

Occupation fixed effects are allowed to vary by six-year periods but are fixed within the period.
The sector premiums estimated in section 5.2 can be written as βst0 = γst0 + (Es0 (φoccupation ) −
Eagriculture (φoccupation )) where s is each non-agricultural sector and Es0 (φoccupation ) is the average of occupation fixed effects in each sector.
13
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Figure 11: Sector premiums after controlling for occupational changes
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t ) are defined by equation (1).
Note: Sector premiums for services (βst ) and manufacturing(βm
t ) are
Sector premiums controlling for occupations for services (γst ) and manufacturing(γm

defined by equation (2). With the exception of services (without occupations) in 2010, premium
coefficients are all statistically different from zero (p < .01).

6.2

A Roy model of selection with mobility frictions

Motivated by the empirical results shown above, I construct a Roy model to assess the
explanatory power of worker sorting in explaining the agricultural wage gap. The following
model borrows heavily from Lagakos and Waugh’s (2013) framework, deviating from it in
three ways. The first is the introduction of a friction that allows for differential pay of
similarly skilled workers. The second is allowing changes in the mapping of skill to the
marginal productivity of labor, which allows me to explore changes of technology over time.
The third is the use of wage information from workers that switch sectors to calibrate
the distribution of idiosyncratic and unobservable productivity parameters of workers. In
contrast to their framework, the level of the inter sector wage gap is not a calibration target
of the model but rather an outcome that I evaluate the model against. In particular, I
ask whether a wage gap driven by compositional differences in worker characteristics of the
magnitude seen in Brazil can be explained by the worker sorting mechanism. I then assess
potential drivers of the wage gap decline in this environment. The model’s components are
now described in detail.
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6.2.1

Preferences and endowments

There is a unit continuum of workers with unit mass, where each worker has identical preferences over agricultural and non-agricultural goods. Following other studies on structural
change and the dual economy, workers have a subsistence requirement of ā agricultural
goods. Hence, preferences are non-homothetic and the share of expenditure on agricultural
goods increases as income grows.14 Preferences for each worker i are given by
U (cia, cin ) = log(cia − ā) + φlog(cin )
where cia and cin refer to consumption of agricultural and non-agricultural goods respectively
and φ is a weight parameter that determines the relative importance of non-agricultural
goods in consumption.
In addition, each worker is endowed with one unit of labor and sector-specific individual
skills {zai ,zni } drawn from a distribution G(za , zn ) with support [z, ∞]2 . A worker can freely
choose to work in one of the two sectors but faces a cost k if he decides to work in the
non-agriculture sector.15 This distortionary mobility friction will introduce compensation
differences for workers that switch sectors, as observed in the data. In this environment,
workers maximize their income y i , so that y i = max{wa (zai ), wn (zni ) − k} where wa (zai ) and
wn (zni ) are the wages offered to worker i in the two sectors. Thus, each worker faces the
following budget constraint
pa cia + cin ≤ y i
where the non-agricultural good is set to be the numeraire and pa is the relative price of the
agricultural good.
6.2.2

Technology

There is a profit-maximizing representative firm in each sector with production functions
given by
Ya = AZa , Yn = AZn
14

See Gollin, Parente and Rogerson (2002) and Gollin, Parente and Rogerson (2004) for a more detailed
discussion on the role of the subsistence requirement in explaining decreasing agricultural output shares and
its role in sector allocations.
15
Since the focus of the quantitative exercise is analyzing the growth-induced exit of agricultural workers
into other sectors, I focus on the mobility cost of going from agriculture to other sectors and not vice-versa.
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where A is an economy-wide productivity parameter and Zs are the total effective units of
labor employed by sector s. This second term is equivalent to the sum of individual worker
´
γs
productivities hired by the firm, or Zs = iΓ s zis
dG, where Γ s is the set of workers hired
by sector s and γs is a technology parameter governing the mapping of skill to the marginal
product of labor in each sector. Similarly, the number of workers employed by sector s is
´
given by Ls = iΓ s dG. Labor productivity of a sector is therefore a function of the integral
over the individual production of workers employed in that sector.
6.2.3

Competitive equilibrium

An equilibrium is determined by a relative price of the agricultural good pa , wage functions
wa (za ), wn (zn ), consumption decisions cia , cin and labor allocations such that
1. Firms maximize profits in the two sectors given their technology.
2. Workers’ labor allocations maximize their income.
3. Consumption allocations maximize utility subject to the budget constraint.
4. Labor, agricultural, and non-agricultural goods markets clear.
In a competitive market, the first condition requires firms to offer workers a wage equal to
the value of their marginal product in their respective sector. These wages vary by both the
aggregate productivity factor, relative prices, and the idiosyncratic productivity parameter
of each worker.
wa (za ) = pa Azaγa , wn (zn ) = Aznγn
Taking these wages as given, each worker decides to allocate their unit of labor to one of
the two sectors. The second condition implies that a worker will chose to work in agriculture
as long as the value of their marginal product in agriculture is more than his potential
production in non-agriculture minus the mobility cost, or
γa
γn
Apa zia
≥ Azin
−k

An implication of this is that higher relative agricultural prices, for a given non-agriculture
productivity, lowers the minimum agricultural productivity required to stay in agriculture.
γa
γn
Moreover, income is given by y i = max{Apa zia
, Azin
− k} and consumption demand for

both goods is given by,
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cia =

yi
φ
φ
+ ā
, cin =
(y i − āpa )
pa (1 + φ)
1+φ
(1 + φ)

The above holds as long as y i ≥ āpa . Otherwise, cia =y i /pa and cin =0. Intuitively, the
consumption rule consists of allocating resources on agricultural goods until the minimum
subsistence requirement is met and then distributing the remainder among the two goods
according to the weight parameter φ. Thus, as income grows, a lower proportion of income
is allocated to the consumption agricultural goods.
Finally, the market clearing conditions require that good markets clear and that the
labor employed in each sector is consistent with workers’ labor allocations. This is
ˆ
ˆ

ˆ
cin dG

=
n
ˆiΓ

cia dG =

iΓ a

γn
(Azin
− k)dG
γa
dG
Azia

γa
γn
Γ n = {i : Apa zia
≤ Azin
− k}
γn
γa
− k}
> Azin
Γ a = {Apa zia

Our main subject of study is the wage gap between agriculture and non-agriculture, as
defined in section 5. In the model, this is
E(log(wn )) − E(log(wa )) = γn E(log(zn )) − γa E(log(za )) − log(pa )
The wage gap is therefore the result of three main mechanisms. The first is the direct
effect of the relative price, which affects the relative valuation of efficiency units for the
output produced in the two sectors. The lower is the relative price of agriculture, the lower
is the relative value of agricultural output and hence the greater is the wage gap, holding
composition of workers constant. The second mechanism is technology, which changes the
average marginal products of workers in the two sectors. The third mechanism is selection,
which affects the skill distribution of the sets of workers working in the two sectors (Γ a , Γ n ).
The lower is the relative price of the agricultural good, the more people exit agriculture to
work in the other sector. This process changes the composition of workers in each sector,
which can increase or decrease the gap in mean worker productivity between sectors. The
wage gap level is therefore larger or smaller depending on the equilibrium effect of these
mechanisms. Moreover, as a country grows richer and the relative price of agriculture
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declines16 , the net effect of both price and composition effects on the wage gap over time
is undetermined. Whether wage gaps decline or rise in this environment depends on the
parameters of the economy.
6.2.4

Calibration strategy

I now proceed to calibrate the model to conduct two types of exercises. The first is testing
whether worker sorting can generate wage gaps that are of the same order of magnitude
relative to the gaps in the data. The second is exploring potential drivers of the gap decline
in a worker sorting environment.
To do this, I first calibrate the economy to Brazil in the earliest period of 1996-1997,
when the gap was the largest. Later, growth in parameter A is introduced to match real
output growth rates observed in 1996-2013. Preference, production, friction and productivity distribution parameters are jointly estimated to match different moments of the data.
Although all of these parameters interact in the model, each of them has stronger implications for particular moments. Below, I describe the relationship of each parameter to each
moment and how these are calibrated.
Preference parameters Consistent with the literature using dual economy models with
minimum subsistence requirements, preference parameters φ and ā are calibrated to match
two moments of the data that relate to labor and output shares. The first is the share of
workers in agriculture of 25 percent observed in 1996. The second is a long-run agriculture
output share of 0.5 percent, which is the standard parameter used by Lagakos and Waugh
(2013), Restuccia, Yang and Zhu (2008) and other studies on structural change. Once
calibrated, the minimum subsistence requirement is ten percent of the average wage.
Production and friction parameters The technology parameter A is set to one for
the initial calibration in 1996. Later, when studying the effect of growth on the wage gap,
changes in A are calibrated to match total yearly real output growth in Brazil during 19962013. The sector-neutral nature of the productivity parameter in this economy implies that
the wage gap is solely dependent on endogenous price and selection effects in the model.17
16

As a country grows richer, non-homothetic preferences imply that a lower share of income is allocated
to agricultural goods consumption and a lower relative price of agricultural goods. See Lagakos and Waugh
(2013) for a detailed discussion.
17
Alternatively, one could introduce distinct growth rates by sector. The impact of differential growth on
the wage gap, however, is similar to the one described in this paper. Sector-specific growth rates change
the relative price of agriculture which induces the exit of workers out of agriculture and changes worker
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The technology parameters γa and γn are set to one in 1996 so that there is a linear mapping from skill to output in the baseline, as in Lagakos and Waugh (2013). This assumption
is relaxed when studying the role of skill-biased technological change discussed below. Finally, the mobility friction k is calibrated to match the average wage gain from switching out
of agriculture in the model to the weighted average of the non-agriculture sector premiums
for 1996. The relative small transition wage gains relative to the overall gap described in
section 5.2 imply that the magnitude of k is relatively small at 14 percent of the minimum
subsistence requirement and 1.4 percent of the average wage in the economy. This confirms
the conclusion in the previous section: micro-data is not consistent with mobility frictions
generating large pay differentials in sector-switching workers.
The joint distribution of sector-specific worker skills I calibrate the distribution
parameters using information from wage dispersion within each sector, as well as information
from workers that have worked in two sectors. First, I restrict z to be equal to k, so that
every worker in the economy has a labor productivity endowment that is sufficient to afford
a transition out of agriculture. That is, workers close to z will freely choose to stay in
agriculture because of preferences, and not because of the lack of sufficient income potential
to pay the cost of moving. In this way, the wage gap is entirely due to endogenous selection
and prices, and not to the distribution’s support parameter.
Since I do not observe all workers at all sectors, it is impossible to calibrate the distribution G without imposing some structure. Non-parametric estimation is therefore not
an option. Instead, following Lagakos and Waugh (2013), I allow workers to have dependent draws from sector-specific Fréchet distributions X(za ) and Y (zn ) and restrict the joint
distribution G(za , zn ) to be a Frank copula resulting from the two primary distributions,

G(za, zn ) = C[X(za ), Y (zn )]
(e−ρu − 1)(e−ρv − 1)
C[u, v] = −1/ρ ∗ log(1 +
)
e−ρ − 1
−θa

X(za ) = e−za

−θn

Y (zn ) = e−zn

The sector-specific distributions have dispersion parameters θa and θn , which control the
productivity composition in each sector. Regardless of whether growth is sector-neutral or not, the wage
gap level is solely determined by differences in the composition of workers between sectors.
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within sector variance of the productivity distribution in agriculture and non-agriculture.
These are calibrated to match the variances of log wages in agriculture and non-agriculture
of 0.52 and 0.77 respectively. The calibrated parameters that match these log variances are
θa = .72 and θn = .53.
Besides the transparent mapping that exists between these parameters and wage dispersion, there are two other reasons why a Fréchet shape is a sensible choice to model
sector-specific distributions. First, the Fréchet distribution is a special case of the extreme
value distribution; therefore, the marginal Fréchet distribution of a particular sector can be
interpreted as the distribution of the maximum draw from a set of productivity distributions
within that sector. For example, this may represent the maximum productivity draw out of
a series of jobs that are available within the manufacturing or agricultural sectors.18 Second,
the shape of of the distribution, with greater mass at lower productivity parameters and fat
tails, resembles the within sector distribution of both raw wages and unobservable worker
characteristics observed in the data.
To form a joint distribution out of the two sector-specific marginal distributions, a Frank
copula is used. The advantage of using this copula is that it allows the degree of dependence
in the two distributions to be controlled by a single parameter ρ. Along with θa and θn , this
parameter is calibrated to match the fraction of workers that switch sectors during 19961997 (1 percent of all workers) when the economy grew 2.2 percent in real terms. Intuitively,
for given dispersion parameters (θa , θn ), ρ controls the amount of workers close to the labor
allocation indifference condition (Apa zai = Azni − k). A growth-induced change in prices
pushes a larger or smaller share of workers out of agriculture depending on the mass of
workers that are close to indifferent in the base year. The resulting parameter from this
calibration is ρ = 8, which implies a linear correlation of 34 percent between the sectorspecific productivity parameters za and zn . Importantly, no difference in mean productivity
between sectors is assumed in the calibration of the joint distribution. The agricultural wage
gap is therefore not a calibration target but an outcome of the model.

6.3

The explanatory power of the sorting mechanism

The model generates both cross-sectional and inter-temporal predictions. In the 1996 crosssection, the predicted wage gap by the calibrated model is 73 log points. This magnitude is
five log points higher than the wage gap observed. Importantly, this gap is not the result
of the mobility friction k, which equals 0.1 percent of the overall gap and 1.4 percent of the
18

By the extreme value theorem, the maximum of independent draws from any distribution converges to
an extreme value distribution. The Fréchet is an example of these distributions.
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average wage. Re-estimating the model with k = 0 yields a wage gap of 61 log points (90
percent of the total wage gap observed). Overall, the results indicate that large wage gaps
of the magnitudes observed can be generated by compositional differences in skills arising
from a sorting equilibrium.
6.3.1

What drove the decline?

Once the economy is calibrated to 1996, I examine potential drivers of the wage gap decline.
In particular, I explore whether growth, technological change, or a compression in worker
skills can drive the declining pattern in the data. For each potential driver, the model
produces a time series of predicted wage gaps (Figure 12) as well as predicted agricultural
labor shares (Figure 13).
Economic growth Growth is here introduced as an increase in the sector-neutral productivity parameter A. Changes in this parameter are calibrated to match real GDP growth
throughout the period.
Economic growth has two effects in the model. On the one hand, higher income decreases
the demand for agricultural goods consumed in the economy relative to non-agricultural
goods. This is a direct consequence of the subsistence requirement present in preferences.
The reduction in relative demand induces a lowering of the relative price of the agricultural
good, which decreases the market value of the marginal product of agricultural workers.
This in turn depresses relative wages in agriculture and widens the gap. On the other hand,
the price changes cause the exit of workers out of agriculture. The transitioning workers can
lower the average skill of workers in the non-agriculture sector, resulting in a decline in the
agricultural wage gap. As mentioned before, the net effect of these two forces depends on
the economy’s parameters.
The evolution of the share of agricultural workers and the agricultural wage gap is shown
in dashed blue lines in Figures 12–13. The model fails to generate a fall in the wage gap,
which increases by five log points from 1996 to 2013. The increase in aggregate productivity
does decrease the share of workers employed in agriculture from 25 to 14 percent. This is
in line with the decline seen in the data. However, the recomposition of worker skills in
each sector due to the exodus from agriculture fails to produce a wage gap decline. Similar
results are obtained if one introduces growth exclusively in the agricultural sector.19
19
Higher productivity growth in the agricultural sector reduces demand for agricultural goods and agricultural workers. This depresses wages in agriculture, resulting in an agricultural wage gap increase.
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Skill-biased technological change Technological change has been proposed as a driving
force behind wage dynamics and the exit of workers out of agriculture.20 In Brazil, Bustos,
Caprettini and Ponticelli (2016) argue that there have been both labor-saving and laboraugmenting technological innovations in agriculture that have shifted the marginal products
of workers in the agricultural sector. As mentioned above, changes in the aggregate productivity of agricultural labor cannot account for the decrease in the wage gap in the model.
Nonetheless, skill-biased technological change can produce a decline.
To explore this story, we depart from the original assumption of a linear mapping from
skills to the marginal product of labor (γa = γn = 1 in the baseline). Instead, we let the
marginal product of labor to be dependent on the level of skill by letting γa and γn to vary
over time. Since I do not have direct information about the changing technology of firms
in Brazil, these parameters are calibrated to match the within-sector variance of log wages.
In the calibration, γa decreases from one to 0.85 and γn decreases from one to 0.90 from
1996 to 2013. The lower values indicate a flatter mapping of skill differences to marginal
products and, therefore, to wages.
The dashed-dotted green lines in Figures 12–13 show the predicted wage gaps and agricultural labor shares, respectively. Skill-biased technological change induces a decline in
the wage gap from 72 to 60 and relatively stable shares of workers in agriculture around
25–26 percent. When we allow for both technological change and growth in the productivity
parameter A (dashed green lines), the wage gap also declines (from 72 to 60 log points) and
the labor force shares in agriculture decline to 14 percent.
The results suggest that skill-based technological change can explain part of a decline in
the agricultural wage gap. However, the magnitudes of the predicted decline (12 log points)
account for only 32 percent of the 37 log point decline observed in the data. Moreover, the
changes in the mapping of skills to marginal products is at odds with commonly proposed
stories of skill-biased technology. In particular, the model suggests that technology has
flattened the mapping from skills to output by increasing the marginal product of lowskilled workers relative to high-skilled ones. A labor-saving mechanization story would have
the opposite effect, and it is unclear whether improvements in the use of intermediate goods
(e.g. use of improved seeds or pesticides) have this type skill-biased effects. For skill-biased
technological change to have contributed to the wage gap decline, the drivers of such change
must have closed the gaps in marginal products between low and high skilled workers instead
20
Ngai and Pissarides (2007) and Baumol (1967) emphasize the connection between productivity growth,
prices and the exit of workers out of agriculture. The connection between skill-biased technological change
and wage differences has been explored in the United States. See Autor, Katz and Kearney (2008) for a
review.
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of widening them.
Compression of the skill distribution Section 5 emphasized the role of worker observable and unobservable skills in explaining the wage gap level and its decline. I now explore
whether a compression in worker heterogeneity can lead to a compression of the average
wage gap. To do this, I start with the calibrated 1996 economy as a baseline, and let the
skill dispersion parameters θa and θm to vary over time. In particular, these parameters
vary to match the changes in within-sector wage variance. The within-agriculture variance
decline in log earnings from 0.44 in 1996 to 0.23 in 2013 results in an increase in θa from
0.73 to 1.16. Similarly, the variance in non-agriculture declines from 0.77 to 0.50 increases
θn from 0.52 to 0.73.
The dashed gray line in Figure 12 shows the gaps generated by the compression in the
distribution of worker skills. There is a reduction of the gap of 17 log points, representing
46 percent of the total gap decline in the data. A shortcoming of this exercise, however,
is that without any growth in the productivity parameter A, we do not see a decrease in
the share of workers in agriculture (Figure 13). An alternative and arguably more realistic
exercise is to allow for both the productivity parameter and the distribution of skills to vary
over time. This exercise is shown in solid orange lines in Figures 12–13. When allowing for
both growth and a compression of skill characteristics, the gap decreases by nine log points,
which is 24 percent of the observed decline. The share of workers in agriculture drops to 21
percent over the period.
There are two main takeaways from this analysis. First, growth accompanied by a
compression in the skill distribution can lead to qualitative drop in both the share of workers
in agriculture and the average wage gap. Second, neither of these forces can quantitatively
account for the total magnitude of the declines in both the wage gap and the agricultural
labor share.
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Conclusion

The large wage gaps between agriculture and other sectors are likely driven by compositional
differences in worker characteristics. In accordance with cross-country patterns on intersector productivity and wage gaps, these differences declined gradually in Brazil since the
late 1990s as the country became richer. This paper argues that a Roy model of worker
sorting based on sector-specific skills is consistent with the magnitude of the wage gaps
observed. Moreover, a reduction of disparities in worker productivity in a worker sorting
environment can lead to a decline over time as workers transition out of agriculture.
Nonetheless, a significant share of the wage gap decline remains unexplained, and it is
unclear what drove the compression of within sector heterogeneity in worker productivity.
On the one hand, the skill-based technological change required to reduce gaps is not easily
reconcilable with common narratives of agricultural mechanization and intermediate input
usage. On the other hand, little of the compression in gaps can be explained by education
composition, though compression in educational quality remains a plausible driver.
Exploration of additional mechanisms is therefore needed, and the evidence presented
in this paper can guide the design of future wage gap models. Specifically, the results show
that pay differences for workers with similar skills are relatively small when compared with
the total wage gap. This finding discourages models that generate large pay differences for
similar work in different sectors. For instance, mobility frictions or compensation differentials
that induce large gaps in wages per efficiency units between sectors would predict large wage
gains from switching sectors. These are at odds with the data. Complementary mechanisms
to worker sorting that attempt to rationalize the wage gap level and its decline must, at
the very least, produce large differences in average pay between sectors without producing
relatively large wage gains for workers that exit agriculture.
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A

The gap explained by observable differences after controlling for unobservable characteristics

Differences in pay across sectors for each age and education group can potentially be explained by differences in the composition of unobservables. It might be the case that, for a a
given age and education level, workers in one sector are fundamentally more productive than
others. Workers certainly differ in dimensions other than age and education, and the literature has emphasized the importance of unobservable skill heterogeneity in explaining wage
differences. In order to analyze the relative importance of observed and unobserved worker
characteristics, I estimate the following model using the panel dimension of the dataset for
each sector.
log(wist ) = φpsi + Fst (educationist , ageist ) + εist

(3)

where φpsi is the fixed effect of a worker i in sector s, which is allowed to vary by each
six year period p. This specification controls for worker unobservables that are fixed over
time when estimating differential compensation of age and education levels. As before,
Fst (educationist , ageist ) is a sum of education, age and year interacted dummies. Unlike
the baseline specification in section 5, the identification of age and education returns comes
from the workers that switch age and education categories throughout the period of study.
Figure 14 shows the role of age and education differences for both manufacturing and services
under this specification. When individual fixed effects are included, differential composition
of education and age across sectors explains nearly none of the gap.
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Figure 14: Oaxaca decomposition controlling for unobservables
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Note: Gap refers to the difference in mean log wages between sectors. Age and education refer to the
difference of the mean predicted values, E(Fst (educationist , ageist )|s = a) − E(Fst (educationist , ageist )|s = a).

B

Sector premiums using earnings

The analogous results from Figure 10 using monthly earnings instead of hourly wages as a
dependent variable are shown in Figure 15. Similarly to the baseline, earnings premiums are
smaller than the overall earnings gap. For manufacturing, the average sector premium during
1996-2013 is 11 log points compared to the overall earnings gap of 48 log points relative to
agriculture. Similarly, for services, the average jump in earnings is eight log points compared
to the mean total gap of 46 log points. Sector premiums as a percentage of the total gap
in a given year averaged 21 percent when comparing agriculture vs manufacturing and 16
percent when comparing agriculture to services.
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Figure 15: Sector gaps in earnings relative to agriculture controlling for
individual fixed effects
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Note: Total refers to the difference in mean log wages between each non-agricultural sector
t ) are defined by
and agricultures. Sector premiums for services (βst ) and manufacturing(βm

equation (1). With the exception of 2008, coefficients are all statistically different from zero
(p < .01).

C

Event-study of transitions into and out of agriculture

This section adopts an event-study framework focusing on workers that switch out of agriculture. The following equation is estimated for transitions out of agriculture into both
services and manufacturing.

log(wit ) =

5
X

γj + φt + φi + εit

j=−2

As before, φt are year effects and φi are worker fixed effects. In order to consider a longer
timespan of transitions, fixed effects are not allowed to vary by period. Coefficients γj are
dummy indicators for pre and post transition years. These coefficients are only equal to one
if a worker is observed three-years before transitioning and five years after transitioning out
of agriculture. This is done in order to avoid selection effects in the estimation of transition
coefficients. All workers are included in this exercise in order to better estimate year effects.
Figure 16 shows the results of the transition coefficients, γj , with confidence intervals.
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Transitions into services and manufacturing are analyzed separately with similar results. As
before, the wage increases five years after transitions are much smaller than the magnitude
of the aggregate wage gap. Furthermore, there is no evidence of improved wage growth
profiles after transitioning out of agriculture. If anything, there is a flattening of the wage
growth profile after transitioning into the non-agriculture sector. Figure 17 shows similar
results when age squared is added as an additional control.
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Figure 16: Transitions out of agriculture
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Note: Year 0 refers to the last year worked in the pre-transition sector and Year 1 refers to the first year
in the post-transition sector. Solid line shows coefficients γj subtracted by γ0 so that coefficients reflect
changes relative to the pre-transition wage level. Dashed lines are 95 percent confidence intervals from transitions after controlling for year effects.
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Figure 17: Transitions out of agriculture controling for age squared
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Note: Transition coefficients controlling for year effects and age2 . Year 0 refers to the last year
worked in the pre-transition sector and Year 1 refers to the first year in the post-transition sector.
Solid line shows coefficients γj substracted by γ0 so that coefficients reflect changes relative to
the pre-transition wage level. Dashed lines depict 95 percent confidence intervals from transitions
after controlling for year effects.

D

Transitions into cities

This section explores whether sector premiums are much larger for workers that not only
transition sectors but also transition into urban areas. To explore this, the following speci-
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fication is estimated:

t
t
log(wit ) = βm
∗Mit φt +βst ∗Sit φt +δm
∗cityit ∗Mit φt +δst ∗cityit ∗Sit φt +λt ∗cityit ∗φt +φt +φpi +εit

where Mit and Sit are indicators for working in the Manufacturing and Services sectors,
respectively; φt and φpi are time and individual fixed effects (which vary by period); and
cityit is an indicator for working in a city. A city is defined as a municipality with more than
one hundred thousand formal workers in the dataset. There are 37 out of 5,570 municipalities
that classify as cities under this definition. This specification allows for the decomposition
t , and
of sector premiums into the ones estimated from sector transitions alone, βst and βm
t . The
the sector premiums associated to transitions between sectors into cities, δst and δm

evolution of these coefficients over time is shown in Figure 18. The coefficients on the city
and sector interactions average 1–5 log points while sector transitions that occur without
changes in city/non-city status average premiums of 2–9 log points throughout the period.
Thus, he results show only moderate additional compensation gains from switching into
urban areas on top of switching sectors.
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Figure 18: Sector premiums with transitions into cities
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